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by Mike Peter

While examining Swiss airmail to South America from 1935 to 1939, it is natural to conclude
that it was flown via the Air France service if it does not bear the circular standard German staging

cachet and it has a Marseille transit postmark on the reverse . This conclusion could be wrong in

many cases. It may have been flown by either Deutsche Lufthansa (DLH) or (if you are really lucky)
Zeppelin if from the period between mid-1935 and late 1936.

Background
On May 16, 1935, an agreement was consummated between Deutsche Lufthansa and Air

France for the provision of coordinated biweekly airmail service to South America . The agreement

gave DLH the right to over-fly France and provided Air France with established rights for its airmail
service, which had declined in competition with that offered by DLH . A single postal rate was also

established .

On July 1, 1935, the agreement with Air

France was effective and, at the same time, Deutsche Lufthansa airmail service became the exclusive

German carrier of the regular letter airmail to South America . The DLH departure schedule for its

airmail service to South America was changed from Saturday to Thursday to provide coordinated
twice-weekly airmail service with the Air France service departing from Paris on Sunday.

(continued on page 7)
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2008 AHPS Team
Exhibit

At the AHPS convention in St . Louis in
February, the Board of Directors endorsed an
effort to organize an AHPS team of exhibitors to

compete in the next APS Ameristamp, scheduled
for Charlotte, N .C., next March 7-9. The rules
call for five one-frame (16-page) exhibits, all five
to be in different exhibit classes and at least

three to be first-timers at a national-level show.
The classes include traditional, postal history,
postal stationery, thematic, display, revenue,
aerophilately, astrophilately, illustrated mail,
cinderellas and special studies. Interested
members should send President Harlan Stone
(addresses on page 2) their subject and choice of
class . He will coordinate efforts to eliminate du-
plication, complete a team, and secure Amer-
istamp exhibit entry forms for all members.

From the President's Album:

AHPS St. Louis
Convention a Winner

by Harlan F. Stone

Productive meetings, an overwhelming

presence on the exhibition floor, and enjoyable
group social functions added up to a successful
AHPS convention at St . Louis Stamp Expo dur-
ing February 23-25. The highlights:

Nine members entered 11 winning exhib-
its (see separate report) . The awards banquet

master of ceremonies asked the American Hel-
vetia team members to stand in recognition of
the team's 2006 Swiss Champion status.

Contributing to the annual Friday after-

noon show-and-tell seminar were Dick Barton,
Dick Hall, Rudy Keller, Bruce Marsden, Ralph
Soderberg and Harlan Stone . Dick Barton de-
scribed a very fine forgery of a mint 10c Cross &

Numeral on white paper.

Three spouses and even some of the
judges and show officials joined members for the

traditional Friday night AHPS dinner at an Ital-
ian restaurant.

At the usual private Sunday morning
swap-fest, Past President Bill Lucas offered a
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cover that turned out to be addressed to Emil

Tobler's mother . It became Bill's gift to Emil.

Secretary Dick Hall reported 294 AHPS
members . Fred Boatwright, the only show dealer
with substantial Swiss material, got so much
business from AHPS members that he said he

will join the society.

Treasurer Harry Winter, who could not
attend, recommended that the board continue to

use AHPS's savings of nearly $20,000 to help
support publication efforts by AHPS authors.
See his annual treasurer's report in the March
Tell. He commended Editor George Struble for
reducing Tell publication costs with a new out-

side printer.

The board approved a proposal by Vice
President Bruce Marsden to develop and publish
a book on the fundamentals of Swiss philately

for new collectors, pulling together the best in-
troductory articles on all subjects by past
writers. Dick Hall, who will create an initial outline,
welcomes suggestions.

The board agreed to help preserve signifi-
cant exhibits by reimbursing members for their

expenses in making paper and/or CD copies, as
recommended by Chuck LaBlonde . The board
needs a coordinator to review requests for finan-

cial assistance.

The board approved two more future con-
vention sites at the request of Western Regional
Director Donn Lueck, who could not attend.

AHPS will meet at CHICAGOPEX (Chicago) in
2010 and NAPEX (Washington) in 2011 . Both
shows have sought out AHPS because of the so-
ciety's ability to fill many exhibit frames.

The board authorized Slide Chairman

Bruce Marsden to finish creating a prototype
DVD from the slide show Switzerland: A
Panorama of Its Postal History and Stamps, which he

is converting for viewing on television screens at
minimal cost to AHPS.

The board voted for self-insurance of the
circuit sales books because of the unavailability

of any insurance policy from CIA or Hugh Wood.
Circuit Sales Manager Emil Tobler has estab-
lished a special insurance fund to which he will

add all insurance payments from circuit
participants .

The board has agreed to study Editor
George Struble 's proposal that AHPS consider

adding color to Tell .
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Auction Manager Gordon Trotter re-

ported that the number of bidders is up substan-
tially but the number of sellers has declined.
Among the most popular auction items are
Standing Helvetias, Strubels, se-tenant and
tête-bêche pairs, and international organization
officials . See his report in the March Tell.

Finally, special thanks to Mike Peter,
and to Heinrich Heissinger who assisted him, for

making AHPS convention arrangements with
the St. Louis exhibition committee . It was a
memorable event.

See the photos – courtesy of Heinrich
Heissinger and Bill Lucas – on pages 6 and 11.

Novice Heissinger Wins
AHPS Grand Award

Heinrich Heissinger, exhibiting for the
first time at a national-level show with only four

frames of Rayons, won both the AHPS grand
and novice awards at St . Louis Stamp Expo dur-
ing February 23-25. His entry also received the
show's reserve grand and Missouri Exhibitors
awards as well as a gold medal . He led a group

of nine AHPS participants who entered twelve
Swiss-related exhibits filling 89 of the show's
200 frames.

Ralph Soderberg won the AHPS 2nd-
place gold medal and a show gold with ten
frames of 1935-50 official issues . Both his and
Heinrich's displays were expansions of their 48-
page American Helvetia team exhibits (equiva-

lent to three U.S . frames) that helped the team
win the Swiss Champion title competing against

Swiss societies last year .

Harlan Stone won the AHPS silver medal
with 1867-1905 postal envelopes, cards and

wrapper bands. His entry also earned a show
gold, the Marcus White award for the best postal
stationery and the APS pre-1900 medal.

George Struble won the AHPS bronze
medal and a show gold for airmail up to 1940.

John Steinberg also received a show gold

and the AAPE creativity award for Suchard's
international use of postal stationery and other

philatelic-related advertising media.

Steve Turchik's Strubels received an
honorary gold in the show's court of honor where
it was out of competition because of its recent

grand award at MINNESOTA 06.

At the show's vermeil level, Bruce Mars-

den with Swiss Fondue and Greg Galletti with
the League of Nations both won an AAPE award
of excellence . Greg also won the American

Philatelic Congress award.

Show vermeils also went to Dick Barton
for William Tell 1914-42, Bruce Marsden for the
1949 Engineering and Landscapes series, and
John Steinberg for civilian refugee mail during

1940-46.

In the one-frame category, Harlan Stone
won the show's grand award and the only gold

among eight entries for his uncommon uses of
the 5c Sitting Helvetia.

Two AHPS members, Bob Zeigler and

Mike Peter, were members of the jury.

Other Recent Winners
Mike Peter represented U.S . aerophi-

lately as part of a U.S. team that competed
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against other national teams at STAMPEX 06,
the Australian national show, in Adelaide . His
exhibit of Swiss Zeppelin mail to South America
during 1930-37 received a gold . Other teams
came from Australia, Canada, Great Britain and
New Zealand. Australia won . AHPS member
Bob Zeigler was the U.S. commissioner and a
juror .

John Barrett, TEXPEX 06, Pro Juven-
tute, bronze; Strubels (1-frame), silver; De-
signer/Engraver Karl Bickel (1-frame), bronze.

Ernest Bergman, Safe Haven for Civilian
Refugees and Military Internees during Nazi
Era, STAMPSHOW 06, vermeil.

Charles LaBlonde, World War II Mail
from Switzerland, ROCKY MOUNTAIN 06,
gold, American Air Mail Society silver-bronze;
KIWIPEX 06 (New Zealand), large vermeil.

Bruce Marsden, Swiss Fondue, STAMP-
SHOW 06, noncompetitive.

Michael Peter, Zeppelin Mail Drops in
1929, CHICAGOPEX 06, gold ; Military Trains
1919-21 (1-frame), CHICAGOPEX 06, gold, and
AMERISTAMP 07, C of C gold ; Light Blue
Rayon I Stones (1-frame), AMERISTAMP 07, C
of C gold.

Harlan Stone, 5c Sitting Helvetia
Uncommon Uses (1-frame), COLLECTORS CLUB
(New York), award of merit ; AMERISTAMP 07,
gold .

Steve Turchik, Strubel Usage, STAMP-
SHOW 06, gold, Helvetia medal ; MINNESOTA
06, grand, gold.

Andrew Urushima, Lausanne 1944
Olympic Jubilee (1-frame), STAMPSHOW 06,
vermeil ; AMERISTAMP 07, C of C gold .

Newest and Biggest
Swiss Strubel Book

by Harlan F. Stone, CPhH

Urs Hermann, Das Grosse Handbuch der
eidgenössischen Ausgabe/Sitzende Helvetia
Ungezähnt/Les Rappen/Sitting Helvetia
Imperforate/1854-1863. Published by Stru-
bel Study Group, Swiss Postal History So-
ciety, 2006 . Vol. I xxxii + 624 pp., Vol . II vii +
167 pp., 8% x 12", board covers, stitched
and glued pages. Tables, charts and illus-
trations in color and B&W. Price 340 Swiss
francs + 55SFr postage, from Geri Oesch-
ger, Schwimmbadstr . 43, CH-5430 Wettin-
gen, Switzerland, tel . 011-41-56-437 35 75.

The Strubel Study Group of the Swiss
Postal History Society has finally published a
huge book on the imperforate Sitting Helvetia
stamps (known as Strubels), presumably giving
us the ultimate word on a subject that has be-
witched and bothered the best Swiss philatelic
researchers and authors for more than 100
years. Led by author Urs Hermann, the study
group dug so diligently and successfully for new
information on production and usage that it was
forced to miss the 150th anniversary of the first
Strubels in 2004, not releasing this two-volume
work until 2006 at NABA Baden, the most re-
cent Swiss national exhibition.

The book contains, as expected, a new
classification for the cataloging of the Strubels,
offering a simplified and a specialized listing
and comparing both to the most recent ar-
rangements in the Zumstein Specialized Catalog
(2000) and Brach (also 2000) . To the uninitiated
the Strubels look fairly straight-forward, falling
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into five categories : Munich printing on Munich
paper with 1) green silk threads or 2) different
colored threads, Bern printing on 3) Munich pa-
per or 4) Zurich paper with different colored

threads, and Bern printing on Zurich paper with
5) green threads.

But to place each stamp in the correct se-
quence within each group, this book evaluates in

almost overpowering detail not only the sources
of paper and color of threads, but also four paper
thicknesses, three sizes of printing plates, spac-
ing between individual clichés, regularity of cli-

ché rows, numerous cliché faults, quality of
embossing, printing completeness and clarity,
many ink color varieties, production quantities,

shipping dates and periods of use . The findings
are illustrated and documented in hundreds of
color and black & white tables, charts and illus-
trations of the highest quality . In covering all
these details the book also includes pictures of

more Strubel color proofs and mint blocks than I
think have been recorded in any other publica-
tion .

Part 1 of Volume I presents an overview,
including biographies of the involved
government officials, sources of the stamp design,
technology for Dickinson silk thread paper, de-

scriptions of the paper mills and printing
presses, and statistics on the quantities of

stamps printed and sold . These last numbers

make it clear why there is an abundance of
Strubels still available today for this kind of
deep study. Part 2

	

(continued on page 14)
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The Geneva-Marseille Connection
(Swiss DLH and Zeppelin Mail) 1935-1939

(Continued from page 1)

This was a major change. The Zeppelin airships regularly flew only non-letter mail to South
America after this date except for a brief period in late 1935 and part of 1936 when the airship was
used to supplement the Deutsche Lufthansa service . (These were the Shuttle Flights of the Zeppelin).

Beginning October 6, 1935, Air France flights started from Marseille instead of Paris.

Deutsche Lufthansa South Atlantic Airmail Service
Effective July 1, 1935

Depart

	

Thursday

	

0630 MET

	

Stuttgart
0830 MET

	

Marseille
Arrive

	

Friday

	

Las Palmes - Bathurst
Saturday

	

Natal - Bahia
Sunday

	

Rio de Janeiro — Porto Alegre —
Montevideo — Buenos Aires

Monday

	

Santiago

Swiss Airmail Collection Points
The Swiss collecting offices for DLH airmail in July 1935 were Zurich Airport, Geneva Airport,

Geneva 1 and Basel 2 . Dispatches from these collecting offices were as follows:

Zurich Airport

	

13:55 Wednesday Airplane to Stuttgart
Geneva Airport

	

14:00 Wednesday Airplane to Stuttgart
Geneva 1

	

19:50 Wednesday Train to Marseille
Basel 2

	

20:25 Wednesday

	

Train to Stuttgart (trains 67, 192 and 2447)
Basel 2

	

22:30 Wednesday

	

Night Flight to Frankfurt (arrive 0045, depart
0320) and Stuttgart (arrive 0415)
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Geneva - Marseille

Late dispatches in the Geneva area went to Marseille by train . This made more sense than

having the mails go all the way to Germany or the Zeppelin service . However, as noted above, mail
that arrived at the Geneva collection office early went via airplane to Stuttgart . The circular staging
cachet was applied in Friedrichshafen or Stuttgart, or (later) Frankfurt . Thus, mail routed through

Marseille did not get a staging cachet.

The tables below show rates and dispatch details for Swiss airmail to South America via
DLH/Zeppelin in 1935/1936.

In accordance with the agreement with Air France, it is possible to have DLH or Zeppelin

acceptances at Marseille from other countries (most notably France and Italy) to South America.

Occurrence

Mail from Switzerland via Marseille to
South America is scarce . Only mail from the
Geneva area that missed the early flight to

Stuttgart was taken on the train to Marseille.
Thus, only the mail posted during a few late hours
was routed this way. Pieces flown on DLH are

easier to find than Zeppelin mail via the Marseille
connection, simply because DLH made more
flights .

Airmail from Geneva to Marseille
continued until the end of the DLH service in

August 1939. The Zeppelin mail to South America
ended with the Hindenburg disaster in May 1937.

Carefully check the covers that appear on
their face to be flown via Air France during the
period July 1935 — November 1936 . Many of these
went via Marseille on the DLH/Zeppelin service.

Swiss Airmail Postage Rates to South America

Total Rate = Base Rate + Airmail Surcharge + Special Services

• Base International Rates 1935-1937

Postcard

	

20 Rp

Letter, to 20 grams

	

30 Rp
Additional 20 grams

	

20 Rp

Printed Paper, per 50 grams

	

5 Rp

• Special Services

Registration

	

30 Rp

Express

	

60 Rp

•

	

Airmail Surcharge — 1935

To Brazil:

Postcard or letter, per 5 grams

	

1 .70 Sw Francs
Printed papers, per 25 grams

	

1 .70 Sw Francs
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Postcard or letter, per 5 grams

	

2.00 Sw Francs

Printed papers, per 25 grams

	

2.00 Sw Francs

•

	

Airmail Surcharge - 1936

To Brazil:

Postcard or letter, per 5 grams

	

1 .60 Sw Francs

Printed papers, per 25 grams

	

1 .60 Sw Francs

To other nations of South America:

Postcard or letter, per 5 grams

	

1 .90 Sw Francs

Printed papers, per 25 grams

	

1 .90 Sw Francs

•

	

Airmail Surcharge - 1937

To all nations of South America:

Postcard or letter, per 5 grams

	

2 .00 Sw Francs

Printed papers, per 25 grams

	

2 .50 Sw Francs

•

	

Airmail Surcharge - 1938 and 1939

To all nations of South America:

Postcard or letter, per 5 grams

	

2 .00 Sw Francs

Printed papers, per 25 grams

	

2.50 Sw Francs

Swiss Airmail Dispatch Schedules for DLH Flights to South America
October 7, 1935 — November 12, 1935

Zurich Airport

	

10:35 every Wednesday with airplane to Stuttgart

Basel 2

	

20:35 every Wednesday with train to Stuttgart (Train 67,192 and 2447)

Geneva 1

	

13:00 every Wednesday with airplane to Stuttgart

Geneva 1

	

20:50 every Wednesday with train to Marseille (Train 118a)

November 13, 1935-April 18, 1936

Zurich Airport

	

9 :50 every Wednesday with airplane to Stuttgart

Basel 2

	

20 :35 every Wednesday with train to Stuttgart (Train 67 and 192)

Geneva 1

	

13:05 every Wednesday with airplane to Stuttgart

Geneva 1

	

20:50 every Wednesday with train to Marseille (Train 118a)

April 19 - 30, 1936

Zurich Airport

	

10:40 every Wednesday with airplane to Stuttgart

Geneva Airport

	

14:15 every Wednesday with airplane to Stuttgart

Basel 2

	

20:25 every Wednesday with train to Stuttgart (Train 67,192 and 2447)

Geneva 1

	

19:50 every Wednesday with train to Marseille

Basel 2

	

20:05 every Wednesday with night flight to Frankfurt
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May 1936- December 1936

Basel 2

	

7:01 every Wednesday with train to Frankfurt
Geneva 1

	

19:50 every Wednesday with train to Marseille
Basel 2

	

23 :05 every Wednesday with night flight to Frankfurt (till end of 9/36)

Swiss Airmail Dispatch Schedules for Zeppelin Flights
to South America 1935 - 1936

Early 1935 Graf Zeppelin South America Flights
Graf Zeppelin flights on April 6 and 20, May 4 and 18, June 1, 15, 29, 1935:

Depart Friedrichshafen

	

Saturday
Arrive Pernambuco

	

Tuesday

Swiss mail destined for the Graf Zeppelin in 1935 was collected in Romanshorn 1 and Basel 2:

Romanshorn 1

	

15 :30 ferry to Friedrichshafen on day of Zeppelin flight

Basel 2

	

20:37 train to Stuttgart on day of Zeppelin flight,

DLH Connection flight to Friedrichshafen

Late 1935 Graf Zeppelin South
American Flights
Graf Zeppelin carried only non-letter airmail

(printed papers, business papers, samples, mixed
dispatches, small packets and parcels) on its 1935
South American Flights from July to early
October 1935.

Graf Zeppelin flights July 15 and 29, August 12
and 26, September 9 and 23, October 7 and 23

and November 6, 1935.

Depart Friedrichshafen

	

Monday
(except Oct 23 Wednesday)

Arrive Pernambuco

	

Thursday

(except Oct 26 Saturday)

Airmail collection in Switzerland:

July

	

Romanshorn 1 : 15:30 ferry
to Friedrichshafen on day of Zeppelin flight

August and Sept . Romanshorn 1 : last train #407 to Friedrichshafen the day before Zepp flight

October

	

Romanshorn 1 : last train #407 to Friedrichshafen day before Zepp flight

Basel 2: 20:25 on train #67 and 192 to Stuttgart for connection flight

1936 Zeppelin South American Flights
April 13

Basel 2

	

9:10 train to Frankfurt (train #453)
Zürich 1

	

9:50 airplane to Frankfurt
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April 27

Basel 2

	

9:10 train to Frankfurt (train #453)
Basel Airport

	

13:00 airplane to Frankfurt
Zurich Airport

	

13:40 airplane to Frankfurt

May 11 and 25

Basel 2

	

9:10 train to Frankfurt
Zürich Airport

	

13 :40 airplane to Frankfurt
Geneva 1

	

19 :50 train to Marseille

June 8 and 24, July 8 and 29, August 12 and 26, September 9 and 23

Basel 2

	

9:10 train to Frankfurt

23:05 night flight to Frankfurt beginning 6/26
Zürich Airport

	

13:40 airplane to Frankfurt
Geneva 1

	

19:50 train to Marseille

October 7, 21 and 28, November 4, 11 and 25 1936

Basel 2

	

9:10 train to Frankfurt
Zürich 1

	

9:30 airplane to Frankfurt
Basel 2

	

19:02 train to Frankfurt (Train 317)

Geneva 1

	

20:50 train to Marseille (Train 118a)

A Cover Misdescribed
Again

by Harlan F. Stone, CPhH

Tell readers will recall that the
November 2000 issue contained "A Not So Up-
Front Swiss Folded Letter", my account of a re-
backed front that had passed as a complete

cover through auctions, exhibits and
publications ever since a now-retired Swiss
expert had issued a certificate dated February

6, 1989, describing it as "a folded letter . . . in
good condition." I concluded this cover's
biography with the words "We now wait to see

in what guise this front turns up next". Here's
the first sequel.

After I refused to accept the cover in
1999 as the successful bidder in a Swiss

auction, the auctioneer sold it to the
underbidder, a Spanish collector who included
it in his international large gold medal exhibit
of Swiss postal history. At the NABA Baden

2006 national exhibition in Switzerland last
September, one of the Swiss dealers offered me
the same cover for the same price as my
successful bid. After declining the offer, I

opened the cover so he could see it was only a
re-backed front.

When I received the catalogs for the
Rölli auction on February 1-3 in Luzern, there
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again was the same cover from Fleurier to
Canton, China, in the color photo for lot No.
2289, with its spectacular mixed franking of

Strubels and Sitting Helvetias.

When I pointed out the history of lot No.
2289 to Rolf Rölli, he told me the cover had

come from "a very late supplier with the [1989]
certificate" I was familiar with . In the rush to

include the cover in the catalog, he said he did
not remember the history I had reconstructed
until the catalog was printed describing the

front as a complete cover and repeating my
successful bid as the starting price . "We did of
course decide to withdraw the cover," he said.

We now wait to see in what guise this

front turns up next .
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Bally's Use of Printed-to-Private-Order Envelope
by Harlan F. Stone, CPhH

A long footnote in the Zumstein specialized catalog for Swiss postal stationery gives somewhat
sketchy details about two postal envelopes the Postal Department used to fulfill private orders from
two companies that wanted the imprinted stamp placed on the left back flap .' Postal Decree No. 88,
dated March 18, 1876, says only that the two firms, watchmaker Le Coultre of Avenches and shoe

manufacturer Bally of Schönenwerd, normally wrote the addresses of recipients on the backs of the
envelopes they used . The two special printings for them are the only printed-to-private-order
envelopes from the entire 1867-86 period of postal envelope issues.

The footnote explains that the first order comprised 1,000 of the large 10-centime carmine red

envelope (146-148 x 114-116 mm format) first released in 1874, with 500 going to each company.
There is no published record of the number of survivors, mint or used.

The second order comprised 1,500 of the regular small 10c carmine red envelope (146-148 x 83-
84 mm format) also first released in 1874 . According to the footnote, the entire order went to Le

Coultre . In this case five mint and five used copies have been recorded.

Late in 2006 I restudied the
Zumstein catalog as I reorganized and

remounted my Swiss postal stationery
into a new exhibit for display in 2007.
Imagine my surprise when I found in my
own collection one of the small envelopes
with a Schönenwerd postmark dated July

8, 1876 (Figure 1) . On the back (really the
front) are arrival postmarks of Zurich on
the same day at 11 p .m . and of Aussersihl,

the city 's industrial quarter, on the next

day at 8 a . m.

Georges Schild, editor of the

Zumstein catalog and president of the
Swiss Postal Stationery Collectors Society,

quickly responded to my news, saying that mine was the first reported copy used by Bally, evidence
that the second order was also split between the two companies . My discovery felt like a philatelic

flash of lightning. I sent him an image of the envelope for publication in Der Ganzsachensammler, the

society's journal.

Imagine my surprise again when a

January 12, 2007, mail sale catalog from
a small Swiss auction firm arrived with a
picture of another small envelope used by

Bally (Figure 2). In this case the
Schönenwerd postmark was dated
October 26, 1876 . So was a Zurich arrival
postmark on the back (again, the front).

A blue oval handstamp clearly identifies
Bally of "Schoenenwerd" as the user of
the envelope . I became the successful
bidder. Lightning does strike twice.

1 .

	

Zumstein .

	

Spezialkatalog	 und
Handbuch – Die Ganzsachen der Schweiz (Special Catalog and Handbook – The Postal Stationery of
Switzerland), 2002, p . 34.
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Richard T. Hall

Member Raymond Merz has posed a question which I hope you readers might be able to help

him with. His question is : "Can you recommend a reference or guide that might provide some more

specific guidelines as to how to verify the type of paper a Swiss stamp is actually printed on?
Especially when watermarks or colored fibers are not identifying options . " He specifically calls out the

1924 Wappenschild issue and I would add the 1938 high values, especially if they have been exposed

to light . With respect to the Wappenschild issue, Zumstein lists three paper types : ordinary, grilled

chalky, and smooth chalky. The 1938 high values also exist is three paper types : black and red fiber

granite paper with a greenish gray toning, black and red fiber granite paper with yellowish toning,
and blue and red fiber granite paper with yellowish toning and a white back . I know the standard test

for chalky paper is to rub a piece of silver and see if it leaves a black mark. But how do you test

without damaging the stamp?

There is a new K-cancel to report, shown in Figure 1 . The Bernese town

of 3036 Detligen began using K-cancel K1627 on March 1, 2007.

Commemorating the fact that the first postal bus route ran between Bern and
Detligen, the K-cancel shows an early postal bus . A nice cancel for the recent

postal bus anniversary set .

The machine cancel equivalent of the K-cancel
is found in the Group 3 category of machine cancels.
These generally are used in the larger towns and cities

that have the mail volume to support a machine canceller . The Graubünden

village of 7078 Lenzerheide changed its machine cancel on March 1, 2007.
The new cancel, shown in Figure 2, replaced machine cancel 3 .320, the last

day of use of which was February 28, 2007 . The cancel shows the Scharmoin-Rothorn gondola line to

one of its many famous ski slopes . This gondola line is 2066 meters long and gains 952 meters in

elevation between its two end points.

On May 10 Swiss Post will issue another postcard set, this time

honoring the comic strip character, Tintin. Tintin was the creation of

Georges Remi, a Belgian who lived between 1907 and 1983. His pen name

was Hergé. Tintin first appeared in newspapers in 1929 . Figure 3 shows

Tintin reading a book over Hergé's signature . You may wonder why
Switzerland would honor a Belgian comic strip but

many of Tintin's adventures took place in
Switzerland .

	

On May 22, 2007, the 100th

anniversary of the birth of Hergé, an exhibit marking the translation of "L'afére,

Tournesol" into the Gruyère patois will open at the Gruyère Museum in Bulle.

To mark this event, a special cancel, shown in Figure 4, will be used on that day

in the museum . What may be of interest to my aerophilatelic friends is that

"Tournesol " is modeled on Auguste Piccard, the famous balloonist. If you

compare the cancel with a picture of Piccard you will see the similarity . So you

aerophilatelists might lighten up your collection with a sidebar on Tournesol.

On the same subject of Hergé, there will be a session

at the Geneva Salon du livre honoring the 100th anniversary of his birth . The

Salon takes place between May 2 and 6, 2007, and the Swiss Post has authorized
a special cancel for it, shown in Figure 5.

There are still several questions pending from several of my previous

columns. Please look back over the past several issues and see if you might be

able to provide an answer to one of them. Your fellow collectors will appreciate

your sharing of your knowledge.
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Time to catch up on the post office changes and closings over the past few months.

1. On June 28, 2005 [!], the post office at 9476 Weite (canton St. Gallen) was closed [assumed by

9477 Trübbach] [K-cancel K373 was last used on that date] [«annonce tardive de la fermeture définitive
du bureau de poste))]

2.	On August 17, 2006 [!], the post office at 7220 Buchen im Prättigau (canton Graubünden) was

closed [assumed by 7220 Schiers] [«annonce tardive de la fermeture définitive du bureau de poste»]

Comment : It appears that someone is not talking to someone at the Swiss Post!

3.

	

On February 24, 2007, the post office at 8548 Ellikon an der Thur (canton Zürich) was closed

[assumed by 8546 Islikon][K-cancel K1538 was last used on that date]

4.

	

On March 31, 2007, the post office at 3949 Hohtenn (canton Valais) was closed [assumed by
3940 Steg-Gampel.

On the same day the post office at 3044 Innerberg-Säriswil (canton Bern) was split . The

Innerberg portion was closed [assumed by 3033 Wohlen bei Bern] and the Säriswil portion became the

new post office named 3049 Säriswil.

5.

	

On April 28, 2007, the post office at 3652 Hilterfingen (canton Bern) was closed . [assumed by

3626 Hünibach] [K-cancel K66a was last used on that date]

6.

	

On May 5, 2007, the post office at 9608 Ganterschwil (canton St . Gallen) was closed. [assumed

by 9604 Lütisburg] [K-cancel K566 was last used on that date]

Newest and Biggest
Swiss Strubel Book

(Continued from page 6) concentrates on
the Munich printings, Part 3 on the Bern

printings, Part 4 on the new catalog
classification and a stamp valuation table, and
Part 5 on postage rates, the great variety of
cancellations, and examples of different

frankings, including mixed usages with stamps
from other Strubel printings, Swiss issues and
countries.

No doubt to limit the weight of Volume

I, the study group has placed several
appendixes in Volume II . It contains a census
of known domestic frankings arranged by the

ascending amount of postage, rate tables for
foreign destinations worldwide, 60 pages(!) of
footnotes for the text in Volume I, and a
bibliography.

At the conclusion of Parts 1, 2 and 3 in
Volume I, the author includes a very brief
summary in four other languages besides the

German used throughout the text . "With the

translated summary and the support of the
pictures and statistics, " he writes, " a general

understanding is possible . " A reading

knowledge of German, however, will make this
magnum opus much easier to use.
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Heinz Katcher Retires
Heinz Katcher, the proprietor for sixty

years of The Amateur Collector Ltd ., in

London, has retired. The Amateur Collector

Ltd. has been sold to Nick Rocke, a former
client, who Heinz says has probably the finest
Swiss collection in England . Heinz's many

friends and clients are a little sad at the end of

an era, but not really surprised ; after his wife's

death, he stayed most of the time in his lovely
Cornwall home. He will continue to act as a
"scout" for Nick, but he emphasizes that he will

have no financial stake in the operation

It will take Mr. Rocke some time to

assimilate the business, but we look forward to
hearing more from him. He has already

signaled that he will set up a website and an

email address.

In commemoration of Heinz Katcher ' s

long and eventful career, we reprint from a

1980 Swiss Philatelist Heinz 's narration of the

discovery of the "rayed 5" postage due stamp.

See it on page 15. Thanks to John Barrett for

sharing with us this issue of the Swiss

Philatelist .
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The 5c "Rayed Star"
by Heinz Katcher

Reprinted from The Swiss Philatelist, 1980 with the
gracious permission of Mr . Katcher

In this century very
few philatelists have had the

great fortune and
indescribably thrill to make a
discovery of what in their
particular "world" is of

gigantic proportions, even if
they spent a lifetime with
their stamps . I am one of those few and hasten
to add that even today I cannot believe this

happened to me. When such a thing happens it
does so out of the blue ; it happens quietly; it
happens — if the reader can imagine that
particular moment — in "slow motion" and I am

glad that moment was not captured on film — I
am sure my expression was that of a prize idiot!

Let me describe how it occurred: For
many months (and this is not an exception)

unsorted material remains in my safes . This is
particularly the case when the stamps are not
needed for stock or contain items not

immediately required. One such lot was an
accumulation, among other things, of Postage
Dues and knowing that since the death two
years ago of my dear friend Fred Hilliard the

early Postage Due stock had not been touched by
anyone, I decided to put it in order . When
sorting these stamps one first divides them into
"blues," "blue-greens," and "other greens ." The

next step is to sort the blues into ordinary and
granite papers and the third step, as far as the

"blues" are concerned, to sort them into Types I
and II . (The "greens" will be treated according
to shade etc . but this is not part of our story .)

Accordingly, I proceeded to make piles on

my desk. Several times I handled the same
stamps in this process. I even remember
making a further pile of stamps that needed
washing. Then came the sorting into values and

this is when the incredible thing happened . One

of the rayed star 1 cent stamps looked distinctly
odd on its pile. Little wonder — it was not a 1

cent but a 5! Maybe ten seconds elapsed before I
did anything. Then I called Frank (Wing
Commander R. F. Bulstrode) into my office and
said: "look what some joker did, he removed the

1 and painted a 5 over it . Whoever did it, did a
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fantastic job, there is no trace of an alteration.
Can you see one?"

Frank looked and he said he could not

and that it must be a joke . I then said that we

could soon find out by putting the stamp under
the ultra violet lamp . We did . There was

nothing to show any alteration . We turned it

over — no sign on the back either . The control

mark was clearly visible, and after testing in
Benzine and water we both began to feel

somewhat shaky. Perforations were compared,
paper texture under high magnification and we

came to the conclusion that the postmark was
genuine and went over the figure 5 . I thought I
recognized it as BISSONE, but although this
would fit beautifully it was subsequently found
that town did not have this type of cancellation

at that period of time . (The matter was later
resolved after half of Switzerland was searching

for the answer. The postmark is BISSEGG in

the Thurgau and had until then not been
recorded, the only known example of the
postmark being in private hands .) I telephoned

one or two experts in Switzerland and to cut a
long story short, the "thing" was sent across the

channel for the most rigorous examination
possible . After searching in the Postal archives
and at the printers, not to speak of chemical

tests, the stamp was proved genuine in every
respect and pronounced the rarest stamp of

Switzerland. (It has been linked to the famous

British Guyana 1c, but experts were quick to
point out that the British Guyana is badly
damaged, while Switzerland's rarest stamp is in
perfect condition . Others mentioned the Sweden
3 Skilling Banco of which also only one copy

exists.) At this point everybody agreed how rare
and valuable my find was — but why was it
issued and how did it get to the tiny little Post

Office of Bissegg where it was used? After 101
years since its issue some of these questions will
probably never be answered with certainty.
Theories however abounded and inundated the

offices of Messrs. Zumstein, where my good

friend Max Hertsch had done all the research on

this stamp . I shall always be grateful to him for

the valuable time he has given me with this
stamp when time is one of his most precious
commodities . This is not to devalue the help
given by other experts such as W. Liniger and P.

Guinand.

Before we discuss some of the suggested
theories, let us first say what we definitely know
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about the printing of the 1878 Postage Due
series .

1) . All values were to have the rayed star
center. 2) . the stamps were printed in two
separate but immediately following processes:

first frames (with rayed star center) then, in a
different shade of blue, the value figures . 3) 250
clichés only were ordered and delivered . This
enabled the printers to produce two sheets of

100 stamps at a time (the remaining 50 clichés
were to be spares) . 4) No plates were ever made.
100 clichés were singly assembled and held in

place by an iron box surround . We therefore

have two boxed surrounds each of frames and
value figures. 5) After each run of printing
these had to be dismantled to remove clogged
ink and re-assembled before the next print could

start. 6) Printers were under strict instructions
to hand back to the postal authorities all sheets
of paper spoilt during printing or those used at

the start of each printing process in the "warm
up" of the machines. 7) The printers were asked
to produce first the most important values (lc .,

5c., 10c. and 50c.) which were scheduled for

issue on July 1, 1878. 8) We know that

1,362,675 copies (all that were ever printed) of
the 1c. value were ready on June 17th but the

printers stopped production at that point and
the 5c . value was not produced until June 22nd
(724,725 copies). 9) The reason for this 5-day
break was the following: the rayed star in the

center of the frame was too fine and "clogged"
during printing . The printers were dissatisfied
with the result and complained to the Post
Office. If they were to produce a neat job the

centers would have to be cleaned out by machine
and figures of value printed on a white

background. Permission to carry out this work

was given immediately and 250 clichés (i .e . even

the spares) had the rayed star designs removed.

From here on everything is conjecture,

some of the following possibilities could have
been responsible for our rarity.

a) Once during the several cleaning
processes necessary when printing the large

number of 1c. stamps, a framed iron box was

dropped or disturbed with the result that one of
the clichés disappeared somewhere under a

bench or was damaged . The apprentice took a

replacement and his hand strayed into the 5c.
spares instead of the 1c . This would be the most
satisfactory explanation because it would mean
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that only a few copies of the error could have

been produced. The discovery after a delay of
100 years of the first copy would not be

unnatural.

b) It was thought that all 200 clichés had
the rayed star center removed but that in fact

one or two were overlooked . When the printing

of the 5c. value took place, one or two found
their way into the printing form . This theory is

not attractive. Imagine a complete sheet of
white background stamps with two odd ones

sticking out like a sore thumb; this surely would

have immediately been noticed.

c) When starting the 5c. printing the
printer, having economy of paper in mind, used

a discarded sheet of rayed star frames (without
value figures) to try out the centering of the 5c.
figures . He then forgot to remove this when

printing the normal 5c. run. Quite possible –

but this would mean that at least 100 (and
possibly 200) of the errors were printed . In the
light of the only known copy after 101 years, not

a theory I could subscribe to.

d) Having been quite unhappy with the
result of the 1c . printings and to reinforce his
complaint to the Post Office, the printer inserted

half a dozen or even ten 5c . clichés into a frame

of 1c.'s, printed two sheets (one for himself and
one for the Postal Authorities); inadvertently his
sheet found its way into the finished prints and

arrived at our little Post Office in the Thurgau.

We must all take our pick of the above
choices which I am sure are not the only ones in

the final analysis . None of us can really know

what happened. But we do know that we are

richer by one great philatelic rarity. There now

are three unique stamps in the world, all equally

rare : the 1c. British Guyana, the Sweden 3
Skilling Banco, and Switzerland 's 5c . RAYED

STAR .
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